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Abstract
Calls arrive in a Poisson stream on a symmetric network constituted of N links of capacity
C. Each call requires one channel on each of L distinct links chosen uniformly at random; if
none of these links is full, the call is accepted and holds one channel per link for an exponential
duration, else it is lost. The invariant law for the route occupation process has a semi-explicit
expression similar to that for a Gibbs measure: it involves a combinatorial normalizing factor, the
partition function, which is very di4cult to evaluate. We study the large N limit while keeping
the arrival rate per link 6xed. We use the Laplace asymptotic method. We obtain the sharp
asymptotics of the partition function, then the central limit theorem for the empirical measure
of the occupancies of the links under the invariant law. We also obtain a sharp version for the
large deviation principle proved in Graham and O’Connell (Ann. Appl. Probab. 10 (2000) 104).
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1. Introduction
For n¿ k in N= {0; 1; : : :} we set (n)k = n(n− 1) · · · (n− k +1); ( nk )= (n)k =k! and
<k; n== {k; : : : ; n}= [k; n] ∩N.
A star-shaped network is constituted of links of capacity C, numbered 1 to N . Calls
arrive on the network according to a Poisson process. Each call chooses a route with
uniform probability in the set of all (NL ) possible routes
RN = {subsets of L distinct links among 1; 2; : : : ; N}: (1.1)
The call is lost if any link on the chosen route is full, else it holds one channel on
each of these links for an exponential time, after which it releases the L channels
simultaneously. Arrivals, choices, and holding times are independent.
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This symmetric communication network model is called “star-shaped”, since for
L=2 it corresponds to N terminal nodes joined by ray-like links to a central station
through which calls are routed. It has been intensively studied, see Whitt (1985),
Ziedins and Kelly (1989), Kelly (1991), Hunt (1995), Graham and MPelPeard (1995,
1997a, b,) Graham and O’Connell (2000), and Graham (2000).
We let N go to in6nity while the arrival rate seen by each link is equal to 	. The
arrival rate on any route r in RN is then
	N =
	(
N−1
L−1
) (1.2)
and the total arrival rate on the network is 	N=L. Let  be the call service rate. The
eQect of arrivals on the evolution of link j can be expressed asymptotically as a 6xed
function of XNj and of the empirical measure of L-tuples of the (X
N
i )16i6N , which
corresponds to L-body mean-6eld interaction in statistical mechanics terminology. The
simultaneous release of L channels at each call termination yields much more complex
terms, corresponding to more local and strong interaction. See the proof of Theorem
3.6, and Graham and MPelPeard (1995, 1997a, b), Graham (2000), for details.
Let P<0;C==P(<0; C=) be the set of probability measures on <0; C=, homeomorphic
to the C-dimensional simplex in RC+1. We de6ne the route occupation process YN =
(YNr )r∈RN and the link occupation process X
N =(XNi )16i6N . Here Y
N
r counts the num-
ber of calls in progress on route r and
XNi =
∑
r∈RN : i∈r
Y Nr (1.3)
counts the occupied channels on link i, and these processes have sample paths in
the Skorohod space D(R+; <0; C=). The process YN is Markov, but not XN due to
simultaneous release of channels. A relevant macroscopic quantity is the empirical
measure N with samples in P(D(R+; <0; C=)), and its marginal process RX
N
=( RX
N
t )t¿0
with sample paths in D(R+;P<0;C=), given by
N =
1
N
N∑
i=1
XNi ;
RX
N
t =
1
N
N∑
i=1
XNi (t): (1.4)
The process RX
N{k} gives the proportion of links at occupancy k ∈ <0; C=.
There is a classical semi-explicit expression for the invariant law of YN (given
later) in which appears a combinatorial normalizing factor: the partition function. The
computation of this factor is a NP-complete problem, and it is exceedingly di4cult
to obtain good approximations for it; without this, the expression is of little (if any)
practical use.
The 6rst law of large numbers (LLN) result for the invariant law of RX
N
did not use
this well-known expression, but was derived instead by Whitt (1985) from the evolution
of the network. This is related in Section 2.1. Only much later did Ziedins and Kelly
(1989) prove the LLN for the invariant law of RX
N
by direct inspection of the partition
function. It is important to obtain con6dence intervals and rates of convergence for this
LLN, and asymptotic estimates as precise as possible for the partition function and for
the invariant law of RX
N
.
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Graham and O’Connell (2000) obtain the asymptotic equivalents for the logarithms
of the unnormalized terms in the expression for the invariant law (Graham and
O’Connell, 2000, Theorem 4:6), deduce the equivalent for the logarithm of the parti-
tion function (Graham and O’Connell, 2000, Theorem 5.1), and then derive the large
deviation principle (LDP) for RX
N
t under the invariant laws (Graham and O’Connell,
2000, Theorem 5.2). Using the LDP estimates, they strengthen the LLN to an almost
sure version (Graham and O’Connell, 2000, Theorem 6.2).
In this paper, we obtain sharp asymptotics for the partition function using the Laplace
asymptotic method. We then obtain an elusive result, not rigorously proved before now:
the central limit theorem (CLT) for RX
N
t under the invariant laws, see Hunt (1995) and
the commentary on it in Section 2.1 below, and Whitt (1985), Kelly (1991). We also
obtain a sharp version for the LDP in Graham and O’Connell (2000).
We recall known results in Section 2. We introduce in Section 3 an extended network
with more tractable combinatorial formulae, and quantify asymptotically the diQerence
between the extended and the actual network by considering their temporal evolution.
We give old and new results on the LDP rate function in Section 4. Section 5 is
devoted to the sharp equivalent for the partition function and the central limit theorem,
and Section 6 to sharp large deviation estimates; both use the Laplace asymptotic
method.
2. The setting
2.1. Some previous results using the dynamical evolution of the network
Whitt (1985, Section III) proved a functional LLN for RX
N
, assuming limN RX
N
0 = q
in probability for some q in P<0;C=. The limit (Qt)t¿0 satis6es the ordinary diQerential
equation (ODE) on P<0;C= starting at q
Q˙t{k}= 	(1− Qt{C})L−1 (Qt{k − 1}5k¿0 − Qt{k}5k¡C)
+ ((k + 1)Qt(k + 1)5k¡C − kQt{k}); k ∈ <0; C=: (2.1)
Let 〈f;m〉= 〈f(x); m(dx)〉= ∫ f(x)m(dx) denote the duality bracket between functions
and measures, and ±(x)=(x±1)−(x) for  on <0; C=. An equivalent formulation
for this ODE is that for any function  on <0; C=,
〈;Qt〉= 〈;Q0〉+
∫ t
0
	(1− Qs{C})L−1〈5x¡C+(x); Qs(dx)〉 ds
+
∫ t
0
〈x−(x); Qs(dx)〉 ds: (2.2)
Whitt then proved that this ODE has a globally attractive point q. For = 	=,
q(C) is the unique solution in [0; 1] of the Erlang 6xed-point equation
q{C}= ((1− q{C})
L−1)C
C!

 C∑
j=0
((1− q{C})L−1) j
j!


−1
(2.3)
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and q is the interior point of P<0;C= such that, for k ∈ <0; C=,
q{k}= ((1− q{C})
L−1)k
k!

 C∑
j=0
((1− q{C})L−1)j
j!


−1
: (2.4)
The 6rst moment or mean occupancy of q is given by
〈q〉= (1− q{C})L; where 〈〉=
C∑
k=0
k{k}; ∈P<0;C=: (2.5)
Whitt (1985) then proved a functional LLN for RX
N
in equilibrium, justifying the
inversion of limits limN→∞ limt→∞= limt→∞ limN→∞ by a compactness-uniqueness
argument. We state this result without proof, see Whitt (1985, Theorem 3), the proof
of Theorem 3.5 below, and Kelly (1991), Hunt (1995). Graham (2000, Sections 9:9:2,
9:6) gives details and extensions to the study of N .
Theorem 2.1. For N¿ 1; let RX
N
0 be distributed according to its invariant law 
N .
Then (XN )N¿1 converges in probability in D(R+;P<0;C=) to the deterministic constant
process q for uniform convergence on compact sets. In particular, the invariant laws
(N )N¿1 converge weakly in P(P<0;C=) to q .
Graham and MPelPeard (1995) prove a functional CLT for RX
N
(and functional large
deviation results, complete only for C =1, in Graham and MPelPeard, 1997a,b) for initial
conditions satisfying certain asymptotics. Hunt (1995, Theorem 6) states a functional
CLT, for which the empirical processes are appropriately started near q. The CLT
limits are Ornstein–Uhlenbeck processes.
The statement (Hunt, 1995, Lemma 7) is actually not a result, but a very strong
conjecture under which Hunt (1995, Theorem 10) proves that the invariant laws of
the renormalized centered empirical processes satisfy a CLT, with limit the invariant
law for the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. This invariant law is not further explicited, its
existence is not known, and its covariance matrix is in an inde6nite possibly ill-de6ned
integral form. The conjecture actually constitutes the core di4cult part of the proof
of the CLT. The conjecture holds trivially for vanishing arrival rates, and the CLT
statement (Hunt, 1995, Theorem 10) remains without proof, except as a perturbation
result for a network in which nothing happens. See the Remark after Hunt (1995,
Lemma 7).
In this paper, we shall at last rigorously prove this CLT in all its generality, and
give a completely explicit expression for the Gaussian limit law.
2.2. The invariant laws
We denote by Pst ; Lst and Est the probability, law, and expectation in the stationary
or steady state regime: if (Xt)t¿0 is a process with marginal distributions (t)t¿0, then
in steady state, for arbitrary t¿ 0, Lst(Xt)= t = 0 and Pst(Xt ∈A)= t(A)= 0(A)
for any subset A of the state space.
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The unique invariant law of the irreducible Markov process YN on
AN =
{
m=(mr)r∈RN ∈NR
N
:
∑
r∈RN : i∈r
mr6C; 16 i6N
}
(2.6)
is given, setting = 	=, N = 	N =, and |m|=
∑
r∈RN mr , by
ˆN (m) = Pst(YNt =m)
=
1
ZN
∏
r∈RN
(N )mr
mr!
=
1
ZN
|m|(
N−1
L−1
)|m| ∏
r∈RN
1
mr!
; m∈AN : (2.7)
(A short proof is given in Remark 3.4.)
The state space for RX
N
is
PN = {∈P<0;C=: N{0}; N{1}; : : : ; N{C}; N 〈〉=L∈N} (2.8)
and considering (1.3) and (1.4) we have RX
N
t =p
N
(
YNt
)
, where for m∈AN
pN (m)=
1
N
C∑
k=0
Card
{
i∈ <1;N=:
∑
r∈RN : i∈r
mr = k
}
k ∈PN : (2.9)
Setting AN ()= {m∈AN : pN (m)= } we have
N 〈〉=L|m|6NC; ∀∈PN ; m∈AN (): (2.10)
With the notations (log denoting the natural logarithm)
$(N; )=
∑
m∈AN ()
∏
r∈RN
1
mr!
; (2.11)
G(N; )=N
〈〉
L
log
(
N − 1
L− 1
)
− N 〈〉
L
log − log $(N; ); (2.12)
the stationary law N of RX
N
t is given by
N ()=Pst( RX
N
t = )=
1
ZN
e−G(N;); ∈PN ; (2.13)
where the partition function ZN can be expressed as the combinatorial sum
ZN =
∑
m∈AN
|m|(
N−1
L−1
)|m| ∏
r∈RN
1
mr!
=
∑
∈PN
e−G(N;): (2.14)
3. The equivalent and the extended network
3.1. Preliminaries
Graham and O’Connell (2000, Proposition 4:2) proved that
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$(N; )=w(N; )
(
N 〈〉
L
!L!
N〈〉
L
)−1
; (3.1)
where w(N; ) is the number of ways of dropping |m|=N 〈〉=L distinguishable groups
of L distinguishable balls into N distinguishable boxes, so that the balls in each group
fall into distinct boxes, and that there are N{k} boxes with k balls for k in <0; C=.
This number is related to the occupancy problem in Feller (1968, Section II:5) with
an additional constraint due to the fact that routes are constituted of L distinct links.
We recall Graham and O’Connell (2000, Proposition 4:3).
Proposition 3.1. Let  be in PN , and w+(N; ) be the number of ways of dropping
N 〈〉 distinguishable balls into N distinguishable boxes; in such a way that there are
N{k} boxes with k balls, for all k in <0; C=. Given one of these ways, and a partition
of the balls into N 〈〉=L groups of L balls; let a(N; ) be the number of permutations
of the balls for which balls in a group do not fall into the same box. Then
w+(N; ) =
N !∏
06k6C (N{k})!
(N 〈〉)!∏
06k6C (k!)
N{k}
¿w(N; )=
N !∏
06k6C (N{k})!
a(N; )∏
06k6C (k!)
N{k} :
Proof. The classical expression for w+(N; ) is the product of the number of possi-
ble diQerent choices for the boxes by the number of possible diQerent choices for the
balls. The number of choices for the boxes is the multinomial factor obtained by di-
viding the number N ! of permutations of the boxes by the number
∏C
k=0 (N{k})!
of permutations for which any box containing k balls is exchanged with another
box containing k balls, for k in <0; C=. The number of choices for the balls is the
multinomial factor obtained by dividing the number (N 〈〉)! of permutations of the
balls by the number
∏C
k=0 (k!)
N{k} of permutations for which any ball in a box
containing k balls is exchanged with another ball in the same box, for k in <0; C=.
The number w(N; ) is obtained similarly, except that (N 〈〉)! is replaced by a(N; ).
Graham and O’Connell (2000, Proposition 4:5) proved that log(a(N; )) is asymp-
totically equivalent to log((N 〈〉)!). The combinatorial proof seems very di4cult to
extend for a sharp estimate of a(N; ). We shall see that a(N; ) and (N 〈〉)! are not
equivalent.
3.2. Construction of the networks
We 6rst construct the original network using an “equivalent” network with routes
which are ordered subsets. This coupling is notationally useful, but this is a step in
the introduction an “extended” network without the constraint that links in a route be
distinct; in the combinatorial interpretation, balls in a group are allowed to fall into
the same box, which yields explicit formulae.
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For clarity, we call ordered routes super-routes. The set of the (N )L super-routes for
the equivalent network
RN;∼= {injective sequences of L links among 1; 2; : : : ; N} (3.2)
is included in the set of the NL super-routes for the extended network
RN;+ = {sequences of L links among 1; 2; : : : ; N}= {1; : : : ; N}L: (3.3)
The asymptotic study will consider RN;+ −RN;∼ and use the key estimates
NL ∼
N→∞
(N )L; NL − (N )L ∼
N→∞
L(L− 1)
2
NL−1 = o(NL): (3.4)
Any route r in RN can be identi6ed with the set Perm(r) of the L! super-routes
obtained by permutation of the L links in r, and Perm(r), r ∈RN , is a partition of
RN;∼. In order to respect the arrival rate on each r in RN , the arrival rate on each
super-route s, in RN;∼ and in RN;+, is given by
	N;∼= 	N;+ =
	N
L!
=
	(
N−1
L−1
)
L!
=
	
L(N − 1)L−1 : (3.5)
A call arriving on super-route s tries to hold, on each link i appearing in s, a number
of channels equal to the number cs(i) of times the link appears in the super-route. If
the call is accepted, the L channels are released simultaneously after an exponential
time of parameter .
Let +∼∈{∼;+}, and Y
N; +∼ =(Y
N;+∼
s )s∈RN; +∼ where Y
N;+∼
s counts the calls in progress
on super-route s. The state space for Y
N;+∼ is
A
N;+∼ =

m=(ms)s∈RN; +∼ ∈NR
N; +∼ :
∑
s∈RN;+∼
cs(i)ms6C; 16 i6N

 (3.6)
and its invariant law ˆ
N;+∼ is given by
ˆ
N;+∼ (m) = Pst(Y
N;+∼
t =m)
=
1
Z
N;+∼

|m|(
N−1
L−1
)|m|
L!|m|
∏
s∈RN;+∼
1
ms!
; m∈AN;
+∼ : (3.7)
As in (1.3) and (1.4) we set X
N;+∼ =(X
N;+∼
i )16i6N , RX
N;+∼ =( RX
N;+∼
t )t¿0,
X
N;+∼
i =
∑
s∈RN;+∼: i∈s
cs(i)Y
N;+∼
s ; RX
N;+∼
t =
∑
16i6N

X
N; +∼
i (t)
; (3.8)
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de6ne the mappings p
N;+∼ :A
N;+∼ → PN such that pN;
+∼ (Y
N;+∼ )= RX
N;+∼ (similar
to (2.9), taking into account cs(i)), and A
N;+∼ ()= {m∈AN;
+∼ : p
N;+∼ (m)= } for
∈PN . We have, similarly to (2.10),
N 〈〉=L|m|6NC; ∀∈PN ; m∈AN;
+∼ (): (3.9)
We construct a coupled version of the original network by setting
YN =(YNr )r∈RN ; Y
N
r =
∑
s∈Perm(r)
YN;∼s (3.10)
for which
XN =XN;∼; RX
N
= RX
N;∼
; ZN =Z
N;∼
 : (3.11)
With the notation
$+(N; )=
1
L!N〈〉=L
∑
m∈AN;+()
∏
s∈RN;+
1
ms!
; (3.12)
G+(N; )=N
〈〉
L
log
(
N − 1
L− 1
)
− N 〈〉
L
log − log $+(N; ); (3.13)
the stationary law N;+ of RX
N;+
t and the partition function Z
N;+ are given by
N;+()=Pst( RX
N;+
t = )=
1
ZN;+
e−G
+(N;); ∈PN ; (3.14)
ZN;+ =
∑
∈PN
e−G
+(N;): (3.15)
We introduced the extended network so as to obtain the following formula, similar
to (3.1) but with absolutely explicit terms.
Proposition 3.2. We have (quite explicitly, see Proposition 3:1 and (3:12))
$+(N; )=w+(N; )
(
N 〈〉
L
!L!N〈〉=L
)−1
; ∈PN :
Proof. Using (3.9) we obtain
$+(N; )=
(
N 〈〉
L
!L!N〈〉=L
)−1 ∑
m∈AN;+()
|m|!∏
s∈RN;+ ms!
and the multinomial factor appearing as a summand counts the number of distinct ways
of setting up |m| distinguishable calls so as to attain a con6guration corresponding
to vector m. Summing up these multinomial factors over m in AN;+() gives the
number of ways of setting up |m| distinguishable calls so that there are N{k} links
with k busy channels, for k in <0; C=. This number is exactly the number w+(N; )
de6ned in Proposition 3.1. Indeed, the N 〈〉 balls can be partitioned into |m|=N 〈〉=L
distinguishable groups of L distinguishable balls, and the boxes can be numbered from
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1 to N . Each of these groups corresponds to a call, and for each group, each placement
of the L balls into the N boxes corresponds in bijective fashion with a sequence of L
terms among the {1; : : : ; N}, hence with a super-route in RN;+.
3.3. Relations between the equivalent and extended network
From a practical viewpoint, the extended network could be as interesting as the orig-
inal one, but we wish to have results for the latter, which necessitate interesting precise
mathematical arguments. A key element is estimate (3.4), showing that choosing injec-
tive sequences of length L among N is equivalent, when N goes to in6nity, to choosing
arbitrary sequences of length L. This is not easy to use in a combinatorial proof, and
we use the evolution on 6nite time intervals of the network. Hence the arguments here
concern sample path behavior and diQer from those in the rest of the paper.
We identify AN;∼ with {m∈AN;+: ms =0⇒ s∈RN;∼}. Let
SN;+ =
∑
RN;+−RN;∼
YN;+r (3.16)
count the ongoing calls on RN;+ −RN;∼, with {SN;+t =0}= {YN;+t ∈AN;∼}.
Lemma 3.3. The invariant laws of YN;∼ and YN;+ are proportional on AN;∼:
ZN;∼ ˆ
N;∼(m)=ZN;+ ˆ
N;+(m); m∈AN;∼:
In particular; for any function f on PN ; we have ( for arbitrary t¿ 0)
Est(f( RX
N
t ))=
ZN;+
ZN
Est(f( RX
N;+
t )5SN;+t =0)
and Pst(S
N;+
t =0)= ˆ
N;+(AN;∼)=ZN =Z
N;+
 .
Proof. This is obvious considering (3.7), (3.11) and (3.16).
Remark 3.4. We gain some insight using the notion of reversibility. Following Kelly
(1979, pp. 25–26), YN;∼ is the truncation of YN;+ on AN;∼, and their invariant laws re-
stricted to AN;∼ solve the same detailed balance equations and hence are proportional.
The constant of proportionality is obtained by considering empty networks. This yields
formulae such as (2.7) and (3.7), by considering 6rst the case C =∞, for which the
occupancy of routes or super-routes form i.i.d. M=M=∞ queues with Poisson invariant
laws.
The study of SN;+ now yields an important precise result quantifying the non-
trivial (except for C =1) diQerence between ZN and Z
N;+
 . The processes ( RX
N;+
; SN;+)
have sample paths in D(R+;P<0;C= ×N).
Theorem 3.5. In equilibrium; ( RX
N;+
; SN;+)N¿1 converges in law to (q; S∞) where
q denotes the constant process; and S∞ the birth and death Markov process in
equilibrium which for k¿ 1 jumps from k − 1 to k at rate
	
L− 1
2
q(<0; C − 2=)q(<0; C − 1=)L−2 (3.17)
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and from k to k − 1 at rate k. This is an M=M=∞ queue; with Poisson invariant
law with parameter [(L− 1)=2]q(<0; C − 2=)q(<0; C − 1=)L−2; hence
lim
N→∞
ZN
ZN;+
= Pst(S∞t =0)
= exp
{
−L− 1
2
q(<0; C − 2=)q(<0; C − 1=)L−2
}
: (3.18)
Proof. The classical proof of Theorem 2.1 can be used for the extended network and
yields the same limit, thus ( RX
N;+
)N¿1 converges in probability to q for uniform con-
vergence on bounded intervals. Let us recall the main steps. First is proved a functional
LLN for initial conditions satisfying a LLN, which is a convergence result with arbi-
trary 6nite horizon T . It is clear that then the arrivals on RN;+ −RN;∼ are negligible
with respect to those on RN;∼, see (3.4), hence the limits for bounded time intervals
are the same for the networks RN;+, RN;∼, and RN . Secondly, the limit nonlinear
equation, which is the same for all the networks, has q as a globally attractive point.
Thirdly, relative compactness of the invariant laws is immediate, since the state space
P<0;C= is compact. Lastly, the compactness-uniqueness method for proving convergence
of the invariant laws functions similarly for all three networks.
Since the 6rst coordinate converges to a deterministic process, we may consider the
second separately. The process SN;+ is birth and death (semi-Markovian). Setting cs(i)
for the number of appearances of index i in sequence s and s=(s1; : : : ; sL), the arrival
rate at time t of accepted calls on RN;+ −RN;∼, hence of jumps of size +1 for SN;+,
is given considering (3.5) by
	(XN;+t− )=
	
L(N − 1)L−1
∑
s∈RN;+−RN;∼
5XN;+s1 (t−)6C−cs(s1);:::;X N;+sL (t−)6C−cs(sL):
Super-routes in which appear L− 2 or less distinct links are in number O(NL−2) and
do not contribute at the limit. A super-route s with exactly L− 1 distinct links can be
represented (in one and only one way) by the ranks 16 k ¡ l6L of appearance of
the repeated link in s, the index of the repeated link, and the indices of the other links
in order of appearance. Thus, there are (L(L− 1)=2)(N )L−1 such sequences. (See also
(3.4) in this context.)
Since Card({16 i1; i2; : : : ; iL−16N; not distinct})=NL−1 − (N )L−1 =O(NL−2) and
NL−1=(N − 1)L−1 = 1 + O(N−1), we can write 	(XN;+t− ) as
	(L− 1)
2NL−1
N∑
i1 ; i2 ;:::; iL−1=1
5XN;+i1 (t−)6C−2; X N;+i2 (t−)6C−1;:::; X N;+iL−1 (t−)6C−1 + 	O(N
−1)
and hence
	(XN;+t− )= 	
L− 1
2
RX
N;+
t− (<0; C − 2=) RXN;+t− (<0; C − 1=)L−2 + 	O(N−1); (3.19)
where NO(N−1) is uniformly bounded in time t and random outcomes. The rate at
time t of jumps of size −1 for SN;+ is simply SN;+t− .
We prove tightness for (SN;+)N¿1 in equilibrium by a coupling argument. It su4ces
to construct for all N su4ciently large SN;+ and a process Z with law not depending on
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N , both in equilibrium, in such a way that SN;+ jumps only when Z does and SN;+t 6Zt
for all t¿ 0. We take for Z the ergodic birth and death process with birth rates equal
to 	L and death rate in state k equal to k (the M=M=∞ queue with arrivals at rate
	L and service at rate ). There is N0 such that 	(X
N;+
t− )6 	L for N¿N0, uniformly
in time and random outcomes; in the following, N¿N0.
Let an initial distribution (not necessarily stationary) for (SN;+; Z) be such that
SN;+0 6Z0. We construct 6rst Y
N;+ and hence SN;+ and XN;+. We consider inde-
pendently a Poisson process A of rate 	L and Poisson processes (Dk)k¿1 of rate .
Whenever SN;+ jumps of +1 then Z jumps of +1, and if A jumps at time t then Z
jumps of +1 with probability 1 − 	(XN;+t− )=	L. Whenever SN;+ jumps of −1 then
Z jumps of −1, and if any of the Dk for 16 k6 (Zt− − SN;+t− ) jumps at time t
then Z jumps of −1.
Both SN;+ and Z are ergodic (recall that YN;+ is ergodic). We 6rst take (SN;+0 ; Z0)=
(0; 0) and let t go to in6nity, and the limit law has as marginals the stationary distri-
butions for SN;+ and Z and is concentrated on {s6 z}. We then use this limit as an
initial condition, so that SN;+t 6Zt for t¿ 0 and both SN;+ and Z are in equilibrium.
The coupling is thus completed.
Since (SN;+)N¿1 in equilibrium is tight, we consider the accumulation points of
the laws. Any such limit law is in equilibrium (considering the 6nite-dimensional
marginals). The functional LLN for ( RX
N;+
)N¿1 implies that (3.19) converges to the
limit birth rate (3.17). Classical arguments yield that any accumulation point for the
laws of (SN;+)N¿1 has the law of S∞, thus there is a unique limit point for the tight
sequence of laws, which must converge to it. The invariant law of S∞ is classical, and
Lemma 3.3 yields (3.18).
We shall prove the CLT for the extended network in Section 5, which will be a
core “hard analysis” result for us. The following theorem then implies that the same
CLT holds for the original network. Let M(<0; C=) be the set of signed measures on
<0; C=, identi6ed with RC+1.
Theorem 3.6. Weakly in P(M(<0; C=)); if Lst(
√
N ( RX
N;+
t − q)) converges as N goes
to in=nity; then Lst(
√
N ( RX
N
t − q)) converges to the same limit. (For arbitrary =xed
t¿ 0:)
Proof. For N¿ 1 we consider the process /N;+ =
√
N ( RX
N;+ − q) with sample paths
in D(R+;M(<0; C=)). For a continuous bounded function g on M(<0; C=), Lemma 3.3
with f : x∈P(<0; C=) → g(√N (x − q)) yields
Est(g(/Nt ))=
ZN;+
ZN
Est(g(/tfN;+)5SN;+t =0): (3.20)
From the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 and from Theorem 3.5, (/N;+t )N¿1 and
(SN;+t )N¿1 converge separately, and we must investigate the joint laws; we shall see
that these are asymptotically the product of their marginals. This seems quite di4cult
to prove combinatorially. The jump size of /N;+ is O(N−1=2) and the jumps of SN;+
are 1 or −1, hence considering the jump rates of SN;+ (see Theorem 3.5), the Doob–
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Meyer bracket process 〈〈/N;+; SN;+〉〉 is O(N−1=2) on any [0; T ]. In order to use this
fact to prove that the joint law converges to a product, we consider the joint process
(/N;+; SN;+) in equilibrium.
Theorem 3.5 gives the limit for SN;+. The evolution of /N (which is equal to /N;∼)
was studied in detail in Graham and MPelPeard (1995), and more concisely (but more
pedagogically) in Graham (1995, pp. 359–364). We give the main steps of the corre-
sponding study for /N;+ with precise references to Graham and MPelPeard (1995) and
Graham (2000).
Let  be a function on <0; C= and ±(x)=(x ± 1)− (x). Considering (3.5), for
r= {r1; : : : ; rL} in RN the process 〈; /N;+〉 jumps of N−1=2(+(XN;+r1 )+· · ·++(XN;+rL ))
and of N−1=2(−(XN;+r1 ) + · · ·+ −(XN;+rL )) at rates, respectively,
	(
N−1
L−1
)5XN;+r1 ¡C;:::; X N;+r1 ¡C and 
∑
s∈Perm(r)
YN;+s : (3.21)
We thus consider all jumps concerning super-routes in RN;∼=
⋃
r∈RN Perm(r). There
are other more complex jumps arising from super-routes s∈RN;+ − RN;∼. Estimate
(3.4), and (3.16) in conjunction with Theorem 3.5, show that we may neglect these
on any time interval [0; T ] and that the rate of all jumps such neglected is bounded
by a given constant times 1+ sup06t6T S
N;+
t which is perfectly controlled in the limit.
Up to the same kind of remainder terms, we likewise can always arbitrarily use sums
on RN;+ or on RN;∼.
Considering this, let
/L;N;+ =
√
N (( RX
N
)⊗L − q⊗L )=
L∑
i=1
( RX
N
)⊗L−i ⊗ /N;+ ⊗ q⊗i ; (3.22)
RY
L;N;+
t =
1
N
∑
s∈RN;+
YN;+s (t)XN;+s1 (t);:::; X
N;+
sL (t)
; t¿ 0 (3.23)
and RY
1;N;+
and RY
2;N;+
be the marginal on the 6rst and 6rst two coordinates of RY
L;N;+
.
We have
RY
1;N;+
=
1
N
∑
s∈RN;+
YN;+s XN;+s1 =
1
NL
N∑
i=1
( ∑
s∈RN;+:i∈s
Y N;+s
)
XN;+i
and using the previous remark about summing on RN;+ or on RN;∼ we denote by
O(N−1) a term bounded by a constant times N−1(1 + sup06t6T S
N;+
t ) and have (we
shall do likewise in the future without further commentary)
RY
1;N;+
(dx) =
1
NL
N∑
i=1
XN;+i X N;+i (dx) + O(N
−1)
=
1
L
x RX
N;+
(dx) + O(N−1): (3.24)
No such factoring holds for RY
2;N;+
(dx).
We set 5x¡C = 5x1¡C;:::; xL¡C for x=(x1; : : : ; xL) in <0; C=L. The Dynkin formula, the
fact that q is a 6xed point for (2.2), and the above yield the following martingale
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problem. For  on <0; C= and t¿ 0,
〈; /N;+t 〉 − 〈; /N;+0 〉 −
∫ t
0
	〈+(x1)5x¡C; /L;N;+s (dx)〉 ds
+
∫ t
0
〈−(x)x; /N;+s (dx)〉 ds+ (	+ )tO(N−1=2) (3.25)
de6nes a martingale with Doob–Meyer bracket∫ t
0
	
L
〈(+(x1) + · · ·+ +(xL))25x¡C; ( RXNs )⊗L(dx)〉ds
+
∫ t
0
〈(−(x1) + · · ·+ −(xL))2; RY L;N;+s (dx)〉ds+ (	+ )tO(N−1) (3.26)
where N 1=2O(N−1=2) and NO(N−1) depend on random outcome and time t, but are
bounded in Lp; p¿ 1, uniformly on [0; T ] for arbitrary T¿ 0.
Note that (3.26) can be simpli6ed and expressed in function of RY
1;N;+
and RY
2;N;+
instead of RY
L;N;+
since
(±(x1) + · · ·+ ±(xL))2 =
∑
16i6L
±(xi)2 +
∑
16i =j6L
±(xi)±(xj):
This martingale formulation corresponds to Graham and MPelPeard (1995, Proposition
1:3, p. 672) or Graham (2000, Lemma 9:9:1, p. 360), with (Qt)t¿0 replaced by its
stationary version q. The martingale problem satis6ed by /N is the same as that of
/N;+, up to asymptotically negligible terms, see (3.4) and Graham and MPelPeard (1995,
(3.6)) or Graham (2000, Lemma 9:6:1).
Most terms appearing here correspond to L-body mean-6eld interaction. The lin-
earization in (3.22), the LLN, and (3.4) show that the integrands in the drift term
(3.25) are asymptotically linear in function of /Ns with constant (in s) coe4cients, and
that the 6rst integrand in the diQusion term (3.26) converges to a deterministic constant.
The only unusual term is RY
L;N;+
appearing in the second integrand in the diQusion term
(3.26), which can be expressed in function of RY
2;N;+
. This term appears due to the
simultaneous release of circuits, corresponds to Y ni1···iK in Graham and MPelPeard (1995,
(1:6), p. 672) or RY
L;N
in Graham (2000, (9:6:2), p. 338, (9:9:4), p. 360), and is related
to the zK process in Hunt (1995).
An original contribution in Graham and MPelPeard (1995, Theorem 3:1, pp. 674,
676–680), related in Graham (2000, Theorem 9:9:3, pp. 361, 362–364), was to obtain
a limit RY
2;∞
for RY
2;N;+
. The limit (called (t)t¿0 in Graham and MPelPeard (1995) and
3 (2) in Graham (2000)) is the solution of a deterministic a4ne equation in terms of
known quantities. Since we are in equilibrium, RY
2;∞
is actually constant. Similarly a
limit RY
L;∞
, solving a deterministic a4ne equation, exists for RY
L;N;+
, see Graham and
MPelPeard (1997a, p. 217 seq.)
Hence the integrands in the drift term (3.25) converge to a linear drift term with
constant coe4cients, and the integrands in the diQusion term (3.26) converge to a
deterministic constant. This corresponds to a well-de6ned Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process,
which has at most an invariant law. Classical diQusion approximation results, such as
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Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Theorem 4.1, p. 354), yield that since /N;+0 converges in law
by assumption, then /N;+ converges in law to this Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, and
classically since the /N;+ are in equilibrium the limit Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process is
in equilibrium.
(Existence of the invariant law for the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process follows from this
convergence result. Convergence of /N;+0 is here an assumption, and will be proved to
be true in Section 5.)
Since the limit for (/N;+)N¿1 is continuous, tightness of (/N;+; SN;+)N¿1 follows
from tightness of its marginals (implied by their convergence). Any limit for a sub-
sequence of the laws of (/N;+; SN;+)N¿1 in equilibrium corresponds to an equilibrium,
and has the limits for the laws of (/N;+)N¿1 and for (SN;+)N¿1 as marginals, which
satisfy the corresponding autonomous martingale problems. Moreover, under such a
limit law, the Doob–Meyer bracket of the two coordinate processes is the limit of
〈〈/N;+; SN;+〉〉 and is equal to 0. Hence for this limit law the coordinate processes
have a joint evolution corresponding to independent coordinates, and the limit law is
the product of the limit laws of (/N;+)N¿1 and of (SN;+)N¿1. By uniqueness, there is
convergence of the laws of (/N;+; SN;+)N¿1 to this limit product law. In particular the
limit for Lst(/
N;+
t ; S
N;+
t ) is the product of the limits of Lst(/
N;+
t ) and of Lst(S
N;+
t ),
and we conclude by going to the limit in (3.20) and using (3.18).
4. The LDP and its rate function
For  and 4 in P<0;C=, we de6ne the entropy of  and the relative entropy of  with
respect to 4
H ()=−
C∑
k=0
{k} log {k}; H ( |4)=
C∑
k=0
{k} log {k}
4{k} (4.1)
(with the conventions 0 log 0=0, etc.), and the continuous functions
K()=− H () +
C∑
k=0
{k} log k!− L− 1
L
〈〉(log〈〉 − 1)− 〈〉
L
log ; (4.2)
J ()=K()− K(q)=H ( | q)− L− 1L
(
〈q〉 − 〈〉+ 〈〉 log 〈〉〈q〉
)
: (4.3)
The LDP in Graham and O’Connell (2000, Theorem 5.2), which we recall below,
can be interpreted as a perturbation of Sanov’s Theorem (stating that  → H ( | q)
is the rate function for the LDP satis6ed by the empirical measure of i.i.d. random
variables of law q). We shall see that J is in general not convex, so this perturbation
is fairly large.
Theorem 4.1. The large deviation principle with continuous rate function J holds for
(N )N¿1: for any Borel set B included in P<0;C=
− inf
∈Bo
J ()6 lim inf
N→∞
1
N
log N (B)6 lim sup
N→∞
1
N
log N (B)6− inf
∈B
J ():
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Proof. See Graham and O’Connell (2000). The LDP also follows from Bryc’s inverse
Varadhan Lemma (Dembo and Zeitouni, Theorem 4:4:2, p. 125) and the results in this
paper.
The function J is de6ned on P<0;C=, which we consider as a subset of RC+1, and
we diQerentiate J twice at . Only the restrictions of these diQerentials to T= {4 −
: 4∈P<0;C=} ⊂ T= {h∈RC+1: h0 + h1 + · · · + hC =0} are pertinent. The space T
can be interpreted as the tangent space of P<0;C= at . We use the last formulation in
(4.3), and 6nd that for i; j in <0; C=
@iJ ()= 1 + log
{i}
q{i} − i
L− 1
L
log
〈〉
〈q〉 ; @
2
ijJ ()=
ij
{i} −
L− 1
L
ij
〈〉 :
We denote the product of two matrices A and B (the number of columns of A
coinciding with the number of rows of B) by AB or A:B. If A is a row vector and
B a column vector, A:B coincides with the canonical scalar product. We consider
DJ ()= (@iJ ())16i6N as a row vector acting on column vectors h, and the notation
DJ ():h is coherent with classical diQerential notation. We have DJ (q)= (1; 1; : : : ; 1),
with C + 1 terms, and DJ (q):h=0 for any h in T, which is natural since there is a
minimum in P<0;C= of J at q.
Theorem 4.2. The rate function J in (4:3) is continuous on P<0;C= and C∞ in its inte-
rior Po<0;C=. For L¿ 2; J ()=H ( | q) if and only if 〈〉= 〈q〉; else J ()¡H ( | q).
If ∈P<0;C= is such that DJ ():h=0 for all h∈T; then = q. We have J (q)= 0
and J ()¿ 0 for  in P<0;C= − {q}.
Proof. The regularity statement is obvious, the comparison with H ( | q) is given in
Graham and O’Connell (2000, Theorem 5.2), and the important and nontrivial result
of the strict positivity of J on P<0;C=−{q} in Graham and O’Connell (2000, Theorem
6:1).
Surprisingly, D2J ()= (@2ijJ ())16i; j6N does not depend on . Denoting by A
∗ the
transpose of a matrix A, by v the column vector (0; 1; : : : ; C)∗, and by Diag() the
diagonal matrix Diag({0}; {1}; : : : ; {C}),
D2J ()=Diag()−1 − L− 1
L
1
〈〉vv
∗ (4.4)
is the diQerence between a positive de6nite matrix of which we know the inverse and a
positive matrix of rank 1. This particular structure enables us to study its invertibility.
The canonical scalar product 〈·; ·〉 on RC+1 corresponds to the natural duality bracket
between functions and measures, for instance 〈〉= 〈v; 〉= ∫ v d=∑Ci=0 i{i}. Let
〈〉2 = 〈v2; 〉=
∑C
i=0 i
2{i} be the second moment of  and Var()= 〈〉2 − 〈〉2 its
variance. For  in the interior of P<0;C=, we denote by R the probability measure
R{i}= i{i}〈〉 ; i=0; 1; : : : ; C: (4.5)
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Note that R{0}=0 and R{i}¿ 0 for i=1; : : : ; C, and that 〈 R〉= 〈〉2=〈〉,
〈 R− 〉= Var()〈〉 ¿ 0; ( R− )
∗Diag()−1( R− )= Var()〈〉2 ¿ 0: (4.6)
We consider the restriction Q() of D2J () to T= {h: h0+h1+ · · ·+hC =0} acting
as the matrix of a quadratic form. Let v⊥ be the space of column vectors orthogonal to
v for the canonical scalar product, andN= v⊥∩T= {h∈T: 〈h〉=0}. We are actually
interested in T= {4−: 4∈P<0;C=} andN= v⊥∩T= {4−: 4∈P<0;C=; 〈4〉= 〈〉}.
In the independent case L=1, Q is positive de6nite and J is uniformly convex in P<0;C=,
as it should be. For L¿ 2 we de6ne on P<0;C= and RC+1 the second degree polynomial
F()=
L
L− 1 〈〉 − Var()= 〈〉
2 +
L
L− 1 〈〉 − 〈〉2: (4.7)
The set {F()= 0} is a cylinder with parabolic base and delimits a convex open set
{F()¡ 0}. For i∈ <1; C=; F(0)= 0 and F(i)= iL=(L− 1)¿ 0.
We state three theorems, and give the proofs at the end of this section.
We say that a vector space X admits a decomposition Y + Z if Y and Z are vector
subspaces such that for any x in X , there are unique y in Y and z in Z with x=y+ z.
The decomposition is orthogonal for a quadratic form Q if we have y∗Qz=0 for any
(column) vectors y in Y and z in Z . We denote by vect(x) the line Rx= {ax: a∈R}
generated by the vector x.
Theorem 4.3. For  in the interior of P<0;C=; the Hessian matrix Q() admits an or-
thogonal decomposition T=N+vect( R−). The restriction of Q() toN coincides
with the restriction of Diag()−1 and hence is positive de=nite (of rank C − 1); and
( R− )∗Q()( R− )= L− 1
L
Var()
〈〉3 F():
The convexity properties of the rate function J , essential for our purposes, follow
from Theorem 4.3, Eq. (2.5), and the fact that F(q)¿ 0; we have
〈q〉2 = (1− q{C})L−1(〈q〉 − Cq{C}+ 1− q{C}); (4.8)
F(q)= (1− q{C})L−1
(
(C − 〈q〉)q{C}+ 1L− 1(1− q{C})
)
¿ 0: (4.9)
We say that a symmetric matrix has signature (n; k) if it has exactly n strictly positive
and k strictly negative eigenvalues (counted with their multiplicity). The rank of the
matrix is then n+ k.
Theorem 4.4. If L=1; or C =1; or L=2 and C =2; then Q is positive de=nite and J
is locally uniformly convex at each  in the interior of P<0;C=. Else; Q has signature
(C−1; 1) in the nonempty convex open set {F()¡ 0}∩Po<0;C= ; has signature (C−1; 0)
on the nonempty parabolic cylinder {F()= 0} ∩Po<0;C= ; and has signature (C; 0) in
the nonempty open set {F()¿ 0}∩Po<0;C= ; on which J is locally uniformly convex at
each point. In particular; Q(q) is positive de=nite and J is locally uniformly convex
at q.
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Here end the results in Graham and O’Connell (2000). We now give new results,
yielding a complete description of the Gaussian limit for the CLT. The expressions
can be further explicited for = q using (2.5) and (4.9). The computations and proofs
are simpler for the basis of T such that h∈T has coordinates (h1; : : : ; hC), but we
also state the results in terms of the canonical scalar product 〈· ; ·〉 corresponding to
the natural duality bracket between measures and functions. For h=(h0; h1; : : : ; hC) in
RC+1 we set hC1 = (h1; : : : ; hC) in RC .
Theorem 4.5. For  in the interior of P<0;C= ; the Hessian matrix Q() is invertible
on T if and only if F() =0. Note that F(q)¿ 0.
(1) Let R() be the matrix of the quadratic form h∈T → h∗Q()h in the basis
such that h∈T has coordinates (h1; : : : ; hC) (and h0 = − (h1 + · · · + hC)): for h in
T; we have h∗Q()h= hC
∗
1 R()h
C
1 . Let A=Diag({1}; : : : ; {C}); u=(1; : : : ; 1)∗ (C-
dimensional), w=(1; : : : ; C)∗. Then
R() = A−1 +
1
{0}uu
∗ − L− 1
L
1
〈〉ww
∗
=
(
ij
{i} +
1
{0} −
L− 1
L
ij
〈〉
)
16i; j6C
and for F() =0;
R()−1 = A− Au(Au)∗ + F()−1(Aw − 〈〉Au)(Aw − 〈〉Au)∗
= ({i}ij − {i}{j}+ F()−1{i}{j}(i − 〈〉)(j − 〈〉))16i; j6C:
(2) Let F() =0. Let  be the uniform probability vector (1; 1; : : : ; 1)=(C + 1) in
RC+1; and Q()∼ be the matrix in the canonical basis of the extension to RC+1 of
the quadratic form h∈T → hC∗1 R()−1hC1 with  in its kernel. Then T+ vect() is
a bi-orthogonal decomposition for Q()∼ and the canonical scalar product; and for
h in RC+1;
h∗Q()∼h= (hC1 − 〈h; 〉u)∗R()−1(hC1 − 〈h; 〉u)
= hC1
∗R()−1hC1 − 2〈h; 〉u∗R()−1hC1 + 〈h; 〉2u∗R()−1u :
Let U ()= u∗R()−1u= {0} − {0}2 + {0}2〈〉2F()−1. For 16 i; j6C;
Q()∼00 =
U ()
(C + 1)2
;
Q()∼0j =−
1
C + 1
{0}{ j}(1 + F()−1〈〉(j − 〈〉)) + U ()
(C + 1)2
; 16 j6C;
Q()∼ij = {i}ij − {i}{ j}+ F()−1{i}{j}(i − 〈〉)(j − 〈〉)
− 1
C + 1
{0}{i}(1 + F()−1〈〉(i − 〈〉))
− 1
C + 1
{0}{ j}(1 + F()−1〈〉(j − 〈〉)) + U ()
(C + 1)2
:
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. We consider the basis such that h∈T is represented by the
vector hC1 = (h1; : : : ; hC), and the canonical scalar product for this basis. The restriction
on T of the quadratic form corresponding to Diag()−1 is positive de6nite, with matrix
B−1. For h∈T,
h∗Diag()−1h=
C∑
i=0
1
{i} h
2
i =
1
{0} (h1 + · · ·+ hC)
2 +
C∑
i=1
1
{i} h
2
i
and setting u=(1; : : : ; 1)∗ (C-dimensional) and A=Diag({1}; : : : ; {C}),
B−1 =A−1 +
1
{0}uu
∗; B=A− Au(Au)∗=A− Auu∗A;
where BB−1 = IC is easily checked using u∗Au= {1}+ · · ·+ {C}=1− {0}.
Let w=(1; : : : ; C)∗ in this basis of T. Then (4.4) implies that in this basis
R()=B−1 − L− 1
L
1
〈〉 ww
∗=A−1 +
1
{0} uu
∗ − L− 1
L
1
〈〉 ww
∗
and the restrictions of R() and B−1 to w⊥ are equal. We have
w∗Bw=w∗Aw − (u∗Aw)2 = 〈〉2 − 〈〉2 =Var()¿ 0
and thus Bw ∈ w⊥. Since x∈w⊥ implies both x∗R()x= x∗B−1x and x∗R()Bw=0,
the decomposition of T into w⊥ + vect(Bw) is orthogonal for R(). Then since
Au=({1}; : : : ; {C})∗ and Aw=({1}; : : : ; C{C})∗,
Bw=Aw − (u∗Aw)Au=Aw − 〈〉Au= 〈〉( R− );
(Bw)∗R()Bw=
(
1− L− 1
L
1
〈〉 w
∗Bw
)
w∗Bw
and we conclude by writing everything intrinsically, notably w⊥=N.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. See Graham and O’Connell (2000, Theorem 6.4, p. 119).
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We check that
R()−1 =B+
(L− 1)=L〈〉
1− [(L− 1)=L〈〉]w∗Bw Bw(Bw)
∗=B+ F()−1Bw(Bw)∗
and the expression for R()−1 follows by expliciting the terms as above. We then
consider the canonical vectors i for i=0; 1; : : : ; C. We have
C1 − 〈; 〉u=
u
C + 1
− C + 1
(C + 1)2
u=0; (0)C1 = 0
and using
∑C
k=1 {k}=1− {0} and
∑C
k=1 k{k}= 〈〉, for 16 j6C,
u∗R()−1u=(〈〉2F()−1 − 1){0}2 + {0}=U ();
u∗R()−1(j)C1 =
C∑
k=1
({k}kj − {k}{j}
+F()−1{k}(k − 〈〉){j}(j − 〈〉))
= {0}{j}(1 + F()−1〈〉(j − 〈〉)):
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5. The central limit theorem
All expressions are given in explicit form in (2.5), (4.9), and Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 5.1. We have G+(N; )=NK()+O(logN ) uniformly for  in PN . For any
subset B of P<0;C= bounded away from the boundary of P<0;C= ;
G+(N; ) =NK() +
C
2
log(2N ) +
1
2
C∑
k=0
log {k}
−L− 1
2
〈〉 − 1
2
log L+O(1=N )
uniformly for  in B ∩PN . (See (3:13) for the de=nition of G+(N; ):)
Proof. For N¿ 2, we apply the re6ned Stirling formula in Feller (1968) log n! =
n(log n− 1) + (1=2)log(2n) + 1=12n+O(1=n2), and obtain
N
〈〉
L
log
(
N − 1
L− 1
)
=N
〈〉
L
(log(N − 1)!− log(N − L)!− log(L− 1)!)
=N
L− 1
L
〈〉logN − N 〈〉
L
log(L− 1)!− L− 1
2
〈〉+O
(
1
N
)
(5.1)
uniformly. Considering Propositions 3.1 and 3.2,
log $+(N; ) = logN !−
C∑
k=0
log(N{k})! + log(N 〈〉)!
−N
C∑
k=0
{k} log k!− logN 〈〉
L
!− N 〈〉
L
log L!
and the Stirling formula yields
log $+(N; ) =N (logN − 1) + 1
2
log(2N )
−
C∑
k=0
(
N{k}(logN{k} − 1) + 1
2
log(2N{k})
)
+N 〈〉(logN 〈〉 − 1) + 1
2
log(2N 〈〉)
− N 〈〉
L
(
log
N 〈〉
L
− 1
)
− 1
2
log
2N 〈〉
L
−N
C∑
k=0
{k} log k!− N 〈〉
L
log L! + O
(
1
N
)
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uniformly on B ∩PN ; this expansion is actually uniform up to a O(logN ) remainder
on PN . Using
∑C
k=0 {k}=1 gives
log $+(N; ) =−C
2
log(2N )−
C∑
k=0
(
N{k} log {k}+ 1
2
log {k}
)
+N
L− 1
L
〈〉(logN 〈〉 − 1) + 1
2
log L
−N
C∑
k=0
{k} log k!− N 〈〉
L
log(L− 1)! + O
(
1
N
)
: (5.2)
Considering (3.13), expansions (5.1) and (5.2) yield
G+(N; ) =N
〈〉
L
log
(
N − 1
L− 1
)
− N 〈〉
L
log − log $+(N; )
=N
(
C∑
k=0
{k} log {k}+
C∑
k=0
{k} log k!
− L− 1
L
〈〉(log 〈〉 − 1)− 〈〉
L
log 
)
+
1
2
C∑
k=0
log {k} − L− 1
2
〈〉+ C
2
log(2N )− 1
2
log L
+O
(
1
N
)
and we conclude considering (4.1) and (4.2).
We now give the sharp asymptotics of the partition functions (2.14) and (3.15),
and the CLT for the empirical measure under the invariant laws. We group the proofs
afterward. The formulae are explicit, see Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 5.2 (Recall that J (0) = −K(q) ¿ 0). We have
ZN;+ ∼N→∞ e
−NK(q) e[(L−1)=2]〈q〉
(
L detR(q)
C∏
k=0
q{k}
)−1=2
and we obtain an explicit asymptotic equivalent for ZN using (3:18).
Theorem 5.3. For the weak topology ( for arbitrary t¿ 0)
lim
N→∞
Lst(
√
N ( RX
N;+
t − q))= limN→∞Lst(
√
N ( RX
N
t − q))=@;
where @ is a centered Gaussian law with support T. For the basis on T such
that h has coordinates (h1; : : : ; hC); @ has covariance matrix R(q)−1 and density
(2)−C=2 detR(q)1=2 e−(1=2)hC1
∗R(q)hC1 . For T embedded into RC+1 with the canon-
ical basis; @ has covariance matrix Q(q)∼ (its density with respect to the Lebesgue
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measure on T with respect to the canonical scalar product on RC+1 can be explicited
similarly).
Proof of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. We use the Laplace asymptotic method. We consider
P<0;C= as a subset of RC+1 with canonical scalar product 〈·; ·〉. We denote by i the pure
imaginary number, and set
AN (3)=
∑
∈PN
ei〈3;
√
N (−q)〉e−G
+(N; ); 3=(30; : : : ; 3C)∈RC+1: (5.3)
Considering the characteristic function N of
√
N ( RX
N;+
t − q), we have
N (3)=Est(ei〈3;
√
N ( RXN;+t −q)〉)=
AN (3)
ZN;+
; ZN;+ = A
N (0): (5.4)
For a¿ 0 we de6ne BN (a) as the trace B(q; a)∩PN of the corresponding open ball.
For arbitrary N¿ 1; r ¿ 0, and 3 in RC+1,∣∣∣∣∣∣AN (3)−
∑
∈BN (r=√N )
ei〈3;
√
N (−q)〉e−G
+(N;)
∣∣∣∣∣∣6
∑
∈PN−BN (r=√N )
e−G
+(N;): (5.5)
We take an arbitrary b¿ 0 strictly less than the distance between q and the bound-
ary of P<0;C=. Theorem 5.1 and (4.3) imply∑
∈PN−BN (b)
e−G
+(N;) = e−NK(q)
∑
∈PN−BN (b)
e−NJ ()+O(log N )
with a uniform O(logN ) remainder term. Theorem 4.2 implies that there is cb ¿ 0
such that J ()¿ 2cb for  in PN −BN (b). Since |PN |6 (N +1)C , there is an integer
Nb such that for N¿Nb we have∑
∈PN−BN (b)
e−G
+(N;)6 e−NK(q) e−Ncb : (5.6)
Since BN (b) is bounded away from the boundary of P<0;C= , Theorem 5.1 yields
e−G
+(N;) =
e−NK(q)
(2N )C=2
L1=2e−NJ ()−1=2
∑C
k=0 log {k}+[(L−1)=2]〈〉+O(1=N ) (5.7)
uniformly for  in BN (b). The results on J in Section 4, in particular Theorem 4.4,
ensure that for some k ¿ 0,
J ()¿ k‖− q‖2; J ()= 12 (− q)∗Q(q)(− q) + O(‖− q‖3)
uniformly for  in the compact set P<0;C=, which together with (5.7) yields∑
∈BN (r=√N )
ei〈3;
√
N (−q)〉 e−G
+(N;)
=
e−NK(q) e[(L−1)=2]〈q〉 L1=2
(2N )C=2
∏C
k=0 q{k}1=2
×
∑
∈BN (r=√N )
ei〈3;
√
N (−q)〉 e−(1=2)N (−q)
∗Q(q)(−q)+r3O(1=
√
N ) (5.8)
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and
∑
∈BN (b)−BN (r=√N )
e−G
+(N;)
6
e−NK(q)
(2N )C=2
∑
∈BN (b)−BN (r=√N )
e−Nk‖−q‖
2+O(1) (5.9)
with uniform remainder terms. We compute the asymptotics of these sums.
Proposition 5.4. Let r ¿ 0 be given. For (h1; : : : ; hC) in RC; we de=ne h0 = − (h1
+ · · · + hC) and h=(h0; h1; : : : ; hC) in RC+1. For 3=(30; : : : ; 3C) in RC+1; uniformly
for r ¿ 0;
∑
∈BN (r=√N )
ei〈3;
√
N (−q)〉 e−(1=2)N (−q)
∗Q(q)(−q)
∼
N→∞
NC=2
L
∫
RC
5‖h‖¡r ei〈3;h〉 e−(1=2)h
∗Q(q)h dh1 · · · dhC;
×
∑
∈BN (b)−BN (r=√N )
e−Nk‖−q‖
2
=O(NC=2)
∫
RC
5‖h‖¿r e−k‖h‖
2
dh1 · · · dhC:
Proof of Proposition 5.4. We identify P<0;C= with the simplex of RC
{({1}; : : : ; {C})∈ (R+)C : {1}+ · · ·+ {C}6 1} (5.10)
and {0}¿ 0 is given by 1 − ({1} + · · · + {C}). The subset of P<0;C= such that
N{1}; : : : ; N{C} are integer is then the intersection of P<0;C= with the rectangular grid
in RC of mesh 1=N , parallel to the axes, and containing 0. This grid can be partitioned
into L sub-grids such that N 〈〉 ≡ k (mod L), for k =0; 1; : : : ; L− 1, and the sub-grid
N 〈〉 ≡ k (mod L) can be mapped bijectively onto the sub-grid N 〈〉 ≡ k + 1 (mod L)
by the translation of vector N−1(1 + · · ·+ C2)−1(1; : : : ; C).
Then PN = {∈P<0;C=: N{0}; N{1}; : : : ; N{C}; N 〈〉=L∈N} is the intersection
with P<0;C= of the sub-grid such that N 〈〉 ≡ 0 (mod L). The change of variables
h=
√
N (−q) leads us to estimate the number of points of this sub-grid inside a cell
with sides parallel to the axes and of lengths a1=
√
N; : : : ; aC=
√
N . Using the previous
considerations, there are a1 · · · aCNC=2=L such points up to terms of order N (C−1)=2
corresponding to the boundary of the cell. Classical arguments of weak convergence
to the Lebesgue measure allow us to conclude to the equivalence result. Similar less
precise considerations give us the upper bound.
The proof of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 follows from (5.4), (5.5), (5.8), (5.9), and
Proposition 5.4, by 6rst letting N go to in6nity and then r go to in6nity. We use the
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notation in Theorem 4.5. We 6rst obtain (since ZN;+ = A
N (0))
ZN;+ ∼N→∞
e−NK(q)e[(L−1)=2]〈q〉L
1=2
(2N )C=2
∏C
k=0 q{k}1=2
NC=2
L
∫
RC
e−(1=2)h
∗Q(q)h dh1 · · · dhC
which yields Theorem 5.2. Then for 30 = 0 and arbitrary (31; : : : ; 3C) in RC ,
N (3)=Est(ei
∑C
k=1 3k
√
N ( RXN;+t {k}−q{k}))
is the characteristic function at 3C1 = (31; : : : ; 3C) in RC for
√
N ( RX
N;+
t − q) and con-
verges as N goes to in6nity to
1
(2)C=2 det(R(q)−1)1=2)
∫
RC
ei
∑C
k=1 3khk e
−(1=2)hC1 ∗R(q)hC1 dh1 · · · dhC
which is equal to exp(− 123C1 ∗R(q)−13C1 ). This is the characteristic function for
N(0;R(q)−1), hence the proof of Theorem 5.3.
6. Sharp large deviation estimates
We are inspired by the work of Andriani and Baldi (1997). We aim to explain the
methodology, and do not get into too much detail. We give the results directly for
the extended network; it seems plausible considering the results in Section 3.3 that the
original network satis6es the same asymptotics, but the proof seems very di4cult. We
make the following set of assumptions.
Assumption 6.1. Let D be a subset of P<0;C= such that:
(1) the in6mum of J over RD is attained at a unique point q† which belongs to the
boundary @D and not to @P<0;C=,
(2) the boundary @D is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of q†,
(3) the Hessian of J is nondegenerate in a local system of coordinates of @D at q†.
Let G a local system of coordinates of @D at q†, such that G(0)= q†. Let the positive
de6nite matrix A denote the Hessian of J ◦G at 0. We shall compute the asymptotics
in terms of G and A. In Andriani and Baldi (1997), the corresponding results are then
related to intrinsic geometric quantities, namely the Weingarten maps, related to the
curvature of the boundary and of the level sets of J near q†; we leave this here to the
interested reader. Note that J (q†)¿ 0 for q† = q.
Theorem 6.2. Under Assumption 6:1;
N;+(D) ∼
N→∞
e[(L−1)=2]〈q
†−q〉
(
detR(q)
∏C
k=0 q{k}
det A
∏C
k=0 q
†{k}
)1=2
×|det (DG(0)
∗DG(0))|1=2
|DJ (q†)|
e−NJ (q
†)
√
2N
:
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Proof. For any neighborhood V of q†, we have
N;+(D)= N;+(D ∩ V ) + N;+(D\V ):
The continuity of J , the nondegeneracy of its Hessian at q†, and the compactness of
P<0;C= imply there exists /¿ 0 such that
inf
∈D\V
J ()¿J (q†) + /
and using Theorem 4.1, we obtain
lim sup
N→∞
1
N
log N;+(D\V )6− J (q†)− /:
Hence, we need only to estimate N;+(D ∩ V ). For V bounded away from @P<0;C=,
Theorem 5.1 yields
N;+(D ∩ V )
=
1
ZN;+
∑
∈D∩V
e−G
+(N;)
=
e−NK(q
)
ZN;+
×
∑
∈D∩V∩PN
e−NJ ()−(C=2) log 2N−(1=2)
∑C
k=0 log {k}+[(L−1)=2]〈〉+(1=2)log L+O(1=N ) (6.1)
with a uniform remainder term. We consider the asymptotics of the sum
RN =
∑
∈D∩V∩PN
e−N (J ()−J (q
†))
since all the other terms can be readily controlled for V close to q†.
As in the proof of Proposition 5.4, we identify P<0;C= with the simplex of RC de6ned
in (5.10). Again, the subset of P<0;C= such that N{1}; : : : ; N{C} are integer is the
intersection of P<0;C= with the rectangular grid in RC of mesh 1=N , parallel to the axes,
and containing 0, and PN = {∈P<0;C=: N{0}; N{1}; : : : ; N{C}; N 〈〉=L∈N} is the
intersection with P<0;C= of the sub-grid such that N 〈〉 ≡ 0 (mod L). We count the
points of its support in this sub-grid inside a cell with sides parallel to the axes and
of lengths a1; : : : ; aC . There are a1 · · · aCNC=L such points up to terms of order N (C−1)
corresponding to the boundary of the cell. We then consider
L
NC
RN −
∫
∈D∩V
e−N (J ()−J (q
†)) d{1} · · · d{C}: (6.2)
We can further split the sum in RN and the above integral on V ∩ B(q†; r=√N ) and
V \B(q†; r=√N ). We consider
L
NC
∑
∈D∩B(q† ; r=√N )∩PN
e−N (J ()−J (q
†))
−
∫
∈D∩B(q† ; r=√N )
e−N (J ()−J (q
†)) d{1} · · · d{C} (6.3)
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and the expansion, uniform on B(q†; r=
√
N ),
N (J ()− J (q†)) = 1
2
N (− q†)∗Q(q†)(− q†) + r3O
(
1√
N
)
=
1
2
h∗Q(q†)h+ r3O
(
1√
N
)
with the change of variables h=
√
N ( − q†). Classical arguments of convergence to
the Lebesgue measure (on the half-space, to which D converges in this scale) show
that term (6.3) vanishes at the limit. By considering in a similar way V \B(q†; r=√N )
(with less need of precision), and by letting r go to in6nity, we obtain that the term
in (6.2) vanishes at the limit.
So we have
RN ∼
N→∞
NC
L
∫
∈D∩V
e−N (J ()−J (q
†)) d{1} · · · d{C}:
Classical formulae obtained from the Laplace asymptotic method, see e.g. Andriani and
Baldi (1997, (4.5)) and Bleistein and Handelsman (1986, (8.3.63), p. 340), yield∫
∈D∩V
e−N (J ()−J (q
†)) d{1} · · · d{C}
∼
N→∞
(2)(C−1)=2
N (C+1)=2
|det(DG(0)∗DG(0))|1=2
|det A|1=2|DJ (q†)| :
We then consider (6.1) and Theorem 5.2 to conclude.
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